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About This Game

During the cleanup work Abrix robot got stuck in a room full of containers, crates and other objects. Help him find a way out of
the room.

Abrix the robot is an addictive puzzle game for everyone. Travelling on over 70 different rooms run into various obstacles
whose removal will require to use your head.

Game features:

 70+ different rooms.

 5 levels of difficulty, from beginner's guide to extremely difficult.

 Editor of the rooms allows you to create your own puzzles.

 The opportunity to share your own rooms with your friends via the Steam Workshop.

 Saves in the Cloud Steam, achievements and Steam trading cards.

 The unique soundtrack and available DLC bonus tracks of electronic music composed by Ree-D.

The game provides over 40 hours of intellectual entertainment ranging from fairly simple puzzles, to the extremely difficult,
forcing the player to maximum effort. You can also create your own rooms with the editor, make them available in the Steam
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workshop and invite your friends to play. Challenge them and see if they solve the puzzles designed by you!
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Great game, art and story!. Nice game about mystery, i think its the best game about mystery which i play. You can't really play
hoi4 without dlc's, it's just too bland. This should've been part of the base game.. This was an early VR title, and great when
there were few choices in VR.......Now that my VR library has grown I can't see ever playing this game again. I feel a little bad
not recommending because there are no major flaws, but honestly it's just a highly repetitive dungeon crawler in VR.. just love
the simplicity of the game ... simple time attack , controls were simple to pick up on control and my file from when i had it on
mobile over two years ago still existed so i got all my old tracks back but this time can play with a proper control rather than on
a touch screen control on a small screen ... very happy with my purchase
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Awsome game
It’s crazy fast paced and extremely funny
Battles get out of hand fast and you leave wanting to stab your friends.

You should get this with them intention to play with friends though.. need 2 parts (i deg)?. Great game to play with friends. If
only I had Friends :(. Jester Hero DLC love it. Overall this was a pretty interesting game with a twisted story line. I thought the
price for this game was pretty fair, the story was nice and the game was not incredibly short. I do wish cards will be created for
this game to create badges.. Although this is an RPG Maker created game, it would be a mistake to discount it. With several
difficulty levels from Very Easy to Legendary, the ability to skip cutscenes or view, save at set points or anywhere, you play
your way. If you're a fan of JRPGs, this can definitely offer several hours of gameplay. Experiment with different class
combinations for either the fun or the challenge.
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